You need a lot of equipment for effective turf management. And we lease it all. Mowers, spreaders, sprayers, tractors, and aerators, just to name a few. Quite simply, we specialize in leasing this equipment so you can keep your capital open for other operating expenses and conserve your capital.

Leasing. It's the smart way to grow, and a real hedge against inflation. Find out more by calling us at 800-847-4005. The call's on us.

Industrial Leasing Corporation
Executive Offices • 2300 S. W Sixth Avenue • Portland, Oregon 97201 • (503) 228-2111
Offices located in principal U.S. cities
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POOR MAN'S GOLF COURSE DESIGNER & BUILDER
18 Hole First Class Golf Course
For Less Than $200,000

I do my own design and construction
40 years experience — 5,000 yards to 7,000 yards

Full water system — greens — tees — fairways. I do not build cheap golf courses — only the price is cheap.
On job every day start to finish.

I GO ANYWHERE • RENOVATION • HELP WITH PROMOTIONS
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INCREASE EARNINGS, SERVICE & SPACE
Remodel your present storage space, update with NEW Stafford VERTICAL BAG RACKS

• Wear and tear of golf bags is completely eliminated
• Damp bags dry faster — no mildew
• Faster, easier storage
• Easy to install and add more as needed

Your members will like the extra convenience and care. Your pro shop profits from 40% more space these racks make available. Double unit shown holds 16 bags, size 2' x 4' x 6'-6" high, gives 12" x 12" space for bags. Single unit holds 8, size 1' x 4' x 6'-6" high. Sturdy steel. Bags set solid on tapered shelves. Send us your floor measurements, we will plan a layout and quote you — no obligation. U.S. and Canadian patents. Send for folder.

The A. G. STAFFORD Co.
2000 Allen Ave., S. E. Box 8877, Canton, O. 44711 Phone 216/453-8431
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PORTABLE PUMP
Weda has corrosion - resistant unit

Weda Pump, Inc. has introduced the Model S150 corrosion-resistant pump. The S150 is capable of pumping out sumps and other messy chemical solutions whether acidic or alkaline. Weighing only 62 pounds, the S150 can easily handle temperatures up to 104 F; heads to 50 feet at capacities up to 140 gpm.

Buna AP rubber-covered diffuser and adjustable wearplate are one of maintenance saving features of the S150. A chromium steel impeller and corrosion-resistant inner casing, outer parts and bearing bracket make this portable ideal for quick pumpouts. No permanent mounting brackets or cabling is required. The pump utilizes a 1 or 3 phase 1.3 hp motor. No external control box is required. Controls are built into a sealed unit in the top of the pump.
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DIESEL WALK BEHIND
Bunton claims first for standard model

Bunton's Diesel-Powered, 36-inch and 52-inch rotary mowers are claimed to be the first walk or ride behind, offered as standard models in the U.S.A. The 8 H.P. diesel engine is a 4 stroke Acme, with direct Bosch System fuel injection, air-cooled by flywheel fan, force feed lubrication, oil filter, remote control governor and rope start. The crankcase is high resistance alloy, diecast aluminum; the single cylinder is special pearlitic iron with deep fins; cylinder head is also pearlitic finned iron. The crankshaft is hardened-tempered forged steel, supported on anti-function bearings. Oil bath air cleaner is standard equipment.

Bunton is also introduced diesel engines on their 61-inch and 71-inch front-mounted tractor-mowers with 19 H.P., 2 Cylinder, Air-Cooled Wisconsin or 30 H.P., 2 Cylinder, Air-Cooled Deutz.
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NEW CHEMICAL HOSE
Co-extrusion for high performance

Flexitube Int. Corp. has pioneered the development of a new spray hose called "SUPER-TREL". Produced by a process called "Co-extrusion", SUPER-TREL combines different plastics with different properties into one type of high performance hose.

The inner core is manufactured with a very thin layer of DuPont's Hytrel, polyester that fills the gap between the contrasting yielding nature of rubber and the rigidity of plastics. Hytrel has better high temperature properties than the polyurethanes, and can be used satisfactorily at higher temperatures in the same fluids. Hytrel is not susceptible to solvent extraction or heat volatilization either. Hytrel has excellent resistance to hot, moist environments.

Flexitube Int. Corp. has taken all the properties of Hytrel for the inner bore of the spray hose, welded it to a double layer of braid for a good PSI, and surrounded the thread with an abrasion-resistant cover of corrugated PVC.
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TRI-ACTION VALVE
Provides less restriction

A valve that provides less restriction in water flow and works on both plastic and asbestos cement water lines is being marketed by Hydro Engineering, Inc. Called the Tri-Action Irrigation Valve, it provides combines pressure relief, vacuum relief and positive air relief at pump head and at end of line. The Tri-Action Valve can be pre-set in plant or field, and does not require factory pre-set PSI setting. It is necessary to stock only one size for all systems, up to and including 12-inch IPS and PIP. It is also available in low pressure ranges. Hydro Engineering also markets a Dual-Action Valve for air and vacuum relief, and specifically engineered for use with the Tri-Action Valve.
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21 HORSEPOWER ENGINE
Kohler introduces second of series

Kohler Co. has introduced a 21-HP engine, model KT21, the second in a series of air cooled, four-cylinder, twin cylinder engines. The new model is almost identical in size and configuration to the 17-HP KT17 which is already in use by major equipment manufacturers. Both are designed to power a variety of equipment—lawn and garden, construction, industrial, and agricultural.

The KT21 features long-life demountable cast iron cylinder for heavy-duty use. Crankshafts are made of forged steel and camshafts of durable cast iron. Combustion air is drawn from within the cooling fan housing, thus substantially reducing air intake noise. The engine is designed for easy installation in an enclosure for further noise reduction. Breaker points, condenser, spark plugs, oil fill, dipstick, air cleaner, and carburetor are all conveniently accessible for ease of service. Other features include: Automotive type oil pump; High clearance

Continues on page 44

Ryegrass Now Has an Added Dimension

Emergence of the highly successful, exceptionally handsome turf-type perennial ryegrasses lends further credence to the age-old claim that "ryegrass is the world's most widely used grass."

For years both regular annual and perennial ryegrass have found a ready home where there is need for a fast-germinating grass to quickly form a strong root system and provide a durable, handsome, inexpensive, easy-to-maintain turf.

The finer-bladed proprietary varieties have further broadened the realm of ryegrass. Now you'll find the turf-type varieties on every greenway where the finest possible turf is a necessity.

They have proven themselves on greens, tees and fairways of some of the world's finest golf courses, thriving at standard cutting heights as well as when close-cut for a putting surface.

And both the public and proprietary varieties are the perfect answer for the winter seeding of golf course greens and fairways in the Southern U.S.

You can count on ryegrass to germinate in a week or less, respond rapidly to fertilization and never require pampering.

Ryegrass . . . it's truly the all-around performer.

Oregon Ryegrass Commission - Salem, Oregon
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ball for cooler engine operation; Gear
 driven electric starter with 3-amp battery
 charging alternator and 70 watt lighting coil;
 and Cam ground permanent mold aluminum
 alloy, three ring pistons.
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NEW TURF FUNGICIDE
Prevents and controls five diseases

O.M. Scott & Sons has introduced a new
 fungicide designed to prevent and control
dollar spot, brown patch, leaf spot and red leaf
spot. ProTurf Fungicide VI also controls
Fusarium patch in Washington, Oregon and
California. This new fungicide product is even
effective on the benzimidazole-tolerant strain
dollar spot. It will prevent the development
and spread of the above listed fungus dis-
eases as well as the thinning of turf which is
frequently connected with these diseases, ac-
cording to Scott’s® researchers.

For best results, ProTurf Fungicide VI is
recommended to be applied as a preventive,
prior to disease activity. It is designed for use
on bentgrass, Kentucky bluegrass, perennial
ryegrass, fine fescue, bermudagrass and St.
Augustine.
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BUCKET SEAT
Universal seat is indestructable

The Grand Rock
Company’s GR-
007 universal
bucket seat fea-
tures a virtually
indestructable
metal shell with a
high contoured
back and stan-
dard fore-and-
aft slide adjustment for greater operator com-
fort and safety. Optional armrests provide ad-
tional comfort and side-to-side support.

The full foam seat and back cushions are
covered with heavy-duty, all-weather vinyl,
and can be quickly and individually replaced
in case of damage or wear. The GR-007 can
be quickly mounted on any greens mower,
fairway tractor, trap rake, or other vehicle.
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SQUIRREL/GOPHER BAIT
Two new products are available

Two new RoZol
(chlorophacin-
one) baits are
now available for
ground squirrel
and pocket gop-
her control, and
do not cause
bait shyness, ac-
cording to
Chempar
Chem-
ical Co., the manufacturer. RoZol ground
squirrel bait is a paraffinized pellet formul-
ation. It has a California label for special
applications also. RoZol pocket gopher bait is
a coarse grain bait for use where holes made by
burrowing gophers can be hazardous. Bait
is placed in gopher tunnels with probes.
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GREEN INDUSTRY
Instructional
& Technical Books

Send for your FREE turft book brochure

featuring the most popular references available on turf care
and maintenance. Popular because they’re written by experts,
designed to use for years to come as field guides and refresher texts.

Available only through Harvest Business Publications.

Book Department
9800 Detroit Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44102

New GRAND ROCK BUCKET SEAT is indestructable. The Shell is
made of all-weather vinyl coated steel. Superior comfort for
operators of Bob-Cats, Scooters and other vehicles.
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